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I-1. ABSTRACT 
CHAP'rER I 
INTRODUC'l'ION 
The problem of systematically determining groups of 
canonical transformations that leave invariant Hamilton's 
equations of motion for bound Keplerian system in the plane 
is formulated and examined in detail. Previously unkn.own 
invariance groups are found, and a procedure for finding 
further ones is outlined. The methods used are directly 
generalizable to other syst.ems in spaces of arbitrary 
dimension. 
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I-2. HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 
(A) • Some Key Developments 
In this thesis we will be investigating a class of 
symmetries of the classical Kepler problem. Kepler's own 
studies of planetary motions were strikingly motivated by 
his desire to uncover underlying synnnetry and simplicity in 
natural phenomena( 1 ). Newton in his Principia showed how 
the three laws of planetary motion which Kepler discovered 
all arose as consequences of general laws of motion and the 
gravitational force law . 
. Wi tb the . devel~pp1ent of LagJ.:-angian mecr1anics, Newton's 
egua tions of motion wer·2 set in a form independent of the 
coor:dinat:.-2 system. 
de·.relcpmen·t of Hatni l ton ian and variaticnc>.l "nechanics, the 
elaboration of the ·theory of Pfaff ian forms, and Lie's devel-
opment of the theory of cont.inuous groups and symmetry 
propert~es of diffe~ential equations, it became possible to 
develop a trans.formation thAory of mechanics and systematically 
uncover symmetry .. and inva.r.ia.nce properties of the formulation 
of mechanics, and of specific mechanical systems. It T..vas in 
the nineteenth century that, for example ·, it was realizr:d · 
that the equations of Ha.,.-niltonian r.techanics are invariant 
under homogeneous contact transformations( 2 ). 
Lie uncovered invariance groups of the equations of 
motion of a f r ee particle ( 3 ) which are large r tha n the 
Euclidean group but this discovery seems to have h a d little 
3 
imp<~ ci:: or. th :~ .:;-,hysics coj~"'mni. t.y at t:tw time. Ho·wever, in 1935 
f'ock 1 s 
. . 4 
discovery l 
-that an 30 (4) symine try of the quantum 
mecha nical equations of rnot.ion 'das responsible fer the acci-
dentc..l degene:r:acy of the s;:>ectrum of atomi c hydrogen av.rakened 
the .:i .nterest of physicists in the. transformation propert.ies 
of SJ.=>ecific systems. Th:.s was immediately followed by 
Barg1nann 1 s paper ( 5 ) v1hich sbowed that the classical Kepler 
probl f~m , possessed the same syrni!letry, and that this symmetry was 
related to previously known constants of the motion, the 
angular momentum and Runge·-Lenz vectors ( 6 ) • 
In 1966, Bacry showed that Hamilton's equations of 
motion for Keplerian systems admit an S0(4,l) invariance 
group( 7 ) and shortly thereafter a realization of the group 
acting on the space of sol11t ions of the qua.ntur!l rnechaEical 
Kepler problem v1as given ( 8 ) • St;.bsequently E ( 4) ( 9 ) and 
S0(4,2) (lO) were also proposed as "dynamical groups" of the 
hydrogen atom, i.e., groups whose transforma.tions car:cy 
solutions of Schroedinger 1 s equation into solutions. During 
this same period Lipkin observed that such dynamical groups 
must be invariance groups o~ the time-dependent Schroedinger 
1 11) 
equation\ . ;._nderson, Kum.ei, and Wulfman then showed that 
the generators of such groups could be obtained by systematic 
calculations base d upon a generalization of Lie's work which 
they showed was necessary in the investigation o£ partial 
d .- ,- . 1 . (12) li£erentla e quat1ons · . 
A rather surprising featu r e of Lie's theory that is 
r etc.-..i nc:d i.r:1 the theory cf Ande 1·son , Kwne :i. , a11d t,Julfma.n is 
4 
that both show the equ.'l.t. i ons of motion of a system admit an 
infinite number of one--parameter local Lie groups. Only 
subsets of these close under composition, but it is to be 
expected that there may bE~ a number of such subsets, and also 
a number of finite dimensional Lie groups admitted by the 
equations of motion of a given system. As very few such 
groups are known for Keplerian systerns, it seemed likely at 
the outset of this work that more remain t.o be uncovered. 
To d() so one must first search for the generators of 
one-parameter groups admitted by the equations of motion. 
Once one has obtained a set of invariance generators, it 
becorr~es necessary to determine which subsets of these 
generators close under cm~utation and so generate finite 
-2imer.s.:..:..r:a.l L.:..e g:'C:t:ps. I.ie developed a. classification of 
contact t.c<:!nsformat:Lons which is of material aid in this 
..... 0 :':> .d- (lJ) "~0 
... c;<Jar: •·. ~" similar classification has been developed in the 
ge~er.ali.ze<l theory. For this reasor.., :i.n this t:1(-!S is 1ve wi 11 
only search for groups admitted by the classical Kepler 
problem. 
We wish to proceed systematically in this search, for 
only then will our stridy be of general usefulness. This 
makes our task difficult, for as we will show in the next 
sect.ion I-1. B wi t.h the aid of Gy(:h~gyi' s elegant treatment of 
t.lH? Kepler problem, we r;1ust lcok for transformations which 
are of the ffiost general sort allowed by the invariance condi -
tions, i.e., transformations which are invariance transforma-
tions oPly when ~estricted to surfaces of co ns t ant energy. 
5 
(B) • Cy5r gvi's Inve stigations And The Re ali zati o n Of - · · ·----~----·- ------- --~- ----------- ---------- -------- ----- ---- ·={ 14 I Tr~~--l2':':.SI~~~r_!~~y Group ~n _ _s2 1~ss ic: c: l 1-' h a s e Spa c e · 1 
In this section we will investigate the explicit form 
of the 80(4) generators of the Kepler problem in classical 
phase space by ;r,o?.ans of Gyrjrgy i' s wo:r.k. Vle begin, in parts 
(i) and (ii), with a review cf GyBrgyi's analysis. 
( i) Four-dimen si·:::>nal syrrunetr~ 
Suppose that a sphere in four-dimensional Euclidian 
space is given by 
1':'2 + ~-2 + ,2 + 
"'1 "'2 "'3 
2 2 ~4 = a 
Then a ~reat circle may be written 
(1) 
( 0 < '-v < 2 7i) (2} 
where the four-vectors with components o:, , 8, are of lengt.r,. /\ A 
a , and perpendicular to each other: 
2 
a , 0 • (3) 
Throughout this section, La. tln .irJdices will n .. m from l to 3 
a nd r.:; reek indic <~s from 1 to 4. 'I'he c;. LJ.:rr:ma ti.on conve YJ t ion is 
used £o r repea t e d lndice s. 
In stead o£ us ing a~ , ~A , thi s great ci~cle ma y also 
be c~ h a:r:ac ::e ri.z e d. b y the s econd -r a.:n k a nti syrrtrr.et.r ic t .ensor 
6 
4>, _
1
!= •), S ·- a 0 
"·All 111, ( 4) 
Then th2 following r8lations are valid : 
c q, <P -- 0 ' 
TipCJT TIP 0T ( 5} 
(6) 
The triplets ¢ . . , <P. ~ behave under rotation in the three-
lJ l'l 
dimensional subspace of the ~ = (~ 1 , ~ 2 , ~ 3 ) as three-vectors. 
If one wri t es these three-vectors in the form: 
L. 1 - 1l ( 7) = 2c:ijkjk l 
A. -- {Ji4 ( 8) l 
then equation (5) assumes the form 
L•A = 0 ' ( 9) 
and equation (6) be:-::comes 
(10) 
(11) 
Equation · (11) shows that the curve which is obtained by 
projecting the circle (2) on the sub3pace of the vectors 
lie::; in a lJlane perpendicular to L in this t.h:!::s e -dimensional 
(J.O}. By 
7 
choos i ng the axes of the conrdinate sys t em i n t hi s spa c e 
pa:ra llel to tbe vecto r s f..._ 1 Ax L and L , respect.ively, 
one can obtain 
. 2 2 
t;, + n = l 2 h2 
a u 
(12) 
as the equation of the only non-zero component of (10) , whste 
t;, and n are the first two components of t;, , and 
") 
2 2 . A~. 
b = a It 1 + -,) If applied to the circle {2) . or the anti- · 
T.t. 
.u 
symmetric tensor (4), any four-dimensional rotation transforms 
(12) into another ellipse with the same semi-major axis a ; 
and any ellipse, having a as semi-major axis and the ori;in 
of the t;,-space as center, can be obtained by projecting an 
appropriately chosen great circle of the four-dimensional 
sphere (1) onto the t;, -space. 
The Hamilt.onian of the K2pler problem for bound states is 
H(r,p) 
Writing 
2 
=E_ 
2 ~rr 
2 
D 
g_ -· E 
r 
E = • o = - g_ 
-- 2nL 2a 
. 
o ne may define twc pi.::.rameters 
(12) 
(13) 
and a .,.,Jhich are non-
3 
negative numbers wi t:h dime nsions of momen tu:n and leng·th, 
respectively. Further constants of motion are the angular 
momentum vector 
L = EXP. ' 
and the vector of r.~~erical eccentricity 
r pxL 
'<- -E - -
r mg 
It is more convenient to introduce the vector 
PXL 
~-=-) 
mg 
ror p 0 t- 0 . •rhe tv~o vectors 
T 
.J...J 
L•A - 0 ~ 
and A satisfy 
(14) 
(15) 
( 16) 
(17) 
The energy, if different from zero, may be expressed in terms 
of these constants of the motion as 
(18) 
It is useful -to construct. a 4 x 4 scheme (F ct(3) from the 
comp·::ments of L and A , where 
(.i.,j,k == 1,2,3) 
H' == sl. J. kLk ~ ij and F = A. i4 l 
Us ing thi s notation FaS , we can write (17) in the 
9 
E F F = 0 , 
TIP0T 1TP 0T 
and also the energy (18) as 
If FaB 
E - -
2 
-~ 
F F 0T OT 
is considered a second-rank tensor under four-
(19) 
(20) 
dimensional orthogonal transformations, the latter preserves 
the form of the conditi011 · (19) and the value (20) of the 
energy. 
Consider the ordinary vector product Ax r . By u.sing 
(J.2), (13) 1 (16), (18) 1 the . following relation can be obtained: 
where 
Ax (r - e) - L /a2 - (r - ~) 2 = 0 1 
r PXL 
= mg (.:. - ..., -) 
2 r mg 
Po 
L·(r-e)- 0 1 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
which confines the motion to the plane perpendicular to ~ , 
while (21) gives the equation of the Kepler orbit. 
Analogous relations can be obtained for the momentum 
···--------- ·---.- ·- ...... · .......- -··--··--··._~-- ... -.-,~---------------· ----------·---.-
* c .. , is t .he completely antisymn,etric syrobcl, 
ljK.l 
vect.or: 
Axp- L 
L•p = 0 . 
2 2 p -- p 
0 
10 
= 0 , (2 4) 
( 25} 
Gyorgyi introduced the four-component quantities pa 
and n such that 
a 
These are 
p = r-e I 
2 
'2p 
0 
'IT = ?--2 p 
p- + p 
0 
so normalized 
,.., P = a 
1-0 0 
2 
p -4 
1T4 -
that 
'11' TI 0 (J 
The four-component equations 
t: F p - 0 I ]JVOT \>0 T 
E F TI = 0 ].l'J0T V0 T 
/.2 2 a - (r- e) ( 2 6) 
2 2 p - p 
Po 0 . 
2 2 p + p 
0 
(2 7) 
(28) 1 (29) 
(30) 
(31) 
are equivalent to (21), (23) and (24) f (25), respectively. 
If p and 1r 
a a 
are regarded as fou r -vectors and, along with 
the skew--symmet:rical s econd-ran k t e nsor F a.!3 , are s ubjected 
to t h e'! four -d i:-nensiona l ort:hogonal trans forma t .ions, then the 
tr 2.Gsforme d four-vectors also correspond to 
p os s i. ~J:L e Keple r eo t i on v' i th . the same C?nc:rgy. The four - vector 
11 
nature of (27) provided the basis for Fock 's work, which first 
exhibited the hidden four-dimensional symmetry of the Kepler 
problem by considering momentum space as the stereographic 
projection of the surface of a four-dimensional sphere. This 
symmetry remains hidden in the usual position representation 
because the vector r is not a covariant quantity possessing 
simple transformation properties in four-dimensions; it is 
the vector r - e , defining the position with respect to the 
geometric center of the orbit rather than with respect to the 
center of attraction, which forms part of the four-vector (26). 
(iii) 
It appears tho.t no cne has determined t .he form the 
80(4) generators assume in classical phase space. In obtain-
ing ·this realization we have found it convenient to work with 
1 •• • • ( 15) Roger s normalized form of Gyorgyl's var1ables : 
r. , 
p . = 
1 r 
- Np. 
l 
·n. 
l 
2p P. 
. o- 1 . 
- -2-.--2 ' 
p .,.. p 
0 , 
Here the normalization J.s; 
c 0 -- ]_ ,. 
. !J..' a 
p4 = Np I 0 
2 2 p - p 
0 
.... 
Ti4 -- . .. 2 ---2-
+ Po 
lf 1T - l, 
G C 
p 
(32) 
(33) 
(34 ) 
v.rh e r e 
(r·p) 
N = 
mg a.nd 
2 
P = - 2mE . 
-o 
'rhe inverse transformations become 
r. 
l 
p. 
l 
12 
(35} 
( 3 6) 
One can easily find the generators of the four-dimensional 
orthogonal groups which act in p -space and TI -space, (]_ a. 
respectively~ 
p u. I -lJ p.a -p.a l p. J p. J l 
(3 7) 
- p.a -p a 
l p4 4 p. 
- l 
(38} 
TI u, I = lJ 
TI.C3 -:r.a 
l'IT. JTI. 
J l 
(39) 
( 4 0) 
To find the fonn of these generators in ordinary phase 
space, \ve vlill use the following method. Suppose that a 
transformation betv:een the v.s.riable systems ( p, n} and (x, y) 
is gi.ven by 
TI - g (x,y) 
a. ct 
(a=.l. .4) (41) 
and the inverse transformat~on is 
'X - - p ( p ' 11 j 
· ·ex ct · y -- G ( p I 'IT ) C'. Ct (et= .l.. 4) ( 4 2) 
l 
13 
where x a nd y are to be conside red as the coordinates of 
a s pac e of sta tes and e n e rgy QTPE* . Let a generator in ( P, n)-
space be in the form: 
a a u = t;, < p , 1r ) a + n < p , 1T ) a 
Pa 1Ta 
Then in the other ~pace we have 
where 
-;:-a 
u = t;, (x, y) a 
X 
a 
-a + n (x,y)a 
-a 
n = Uya 
ax 13 axrv 
c-13_a + "" 
= s do n an 
' 13 {3 
Ya 
(43) 
Here Uxa a.nd Uya are to be expressed in terms of - x and 
y by means of (41) . 
Then it is not difficult to obtain the form the operators 
( 3 7) , ( 3 8) , { 3 9) , ( 4 0) take in ordinary phase space, as the 
coefficients of the t and -E terms vanish. 
The result is the following: 
ul? . = ( r . ·· rNp.) a - (r. - rNp.) 3 lJ 1 1 r. J J r. J l 
uf?1 1 - - ( r . ·- r Np. ) pk a 'I' ) rN3 :L• p 0 l 1 rk .to r. l 
--·---·- --- -- ------- -- -------
:~ X . 
. 1. 
p . 
. . l. -· - E (i:=l,2,3) . 
{ 37 I) 
( 38 I) 
'IT u .. -
:LJ 
rN{p.a 
J r. 
J 
--p.() } 
J ri + piapj- pjapi 
2 2 p - p 
-
0
-:::---rN a 
2po ri 
p. 
= - ~( r - rNp ) a + 
Po k k .rk 
2 2 p - p 
0 
+ -----a 2p p. 
0 l 
14 
( 39 I) 
( 4 Q I) 
where rN = 2 ( ~ • p) / (p; - p 2 ) • One can easily find the linear 
combination of these generators which construct the natural 
operators in phase space: 
p 'IT 
u .. = u .. + u .. l) lJ lJ 
-
r. a - r. a + P. a - P. a (44) l r. J r. l p. J p. J l J l 
uP 'IT 
ui4 - i4 + ui4 
1 { ( r . pk - r kp . ) a (r·p)a = -Po 1 1 rk - - r. 1 
p.pka 1 2 2 + + - (p ~ P } a } ( 4 5 j 
l pk 2 0 p. l 
The operators (44) and (45) correspond to the quantum mechan-
ical angular momeEtum operators and Runge-.Lenz vector 
operators, respectively. 
He will now pursue a fur t her inve stigation of Runge-
Len::. vector o perators. Since the Hamiltonian of the system 
was give n as 
H(r,p) 
2 p 
-- ·2rn 
where p = -2mE , one may have 
0 
1 ( 2 2 
- p - p ) = 2 0 
mg 2 
- p 
r 
15 
(12) 
( 4 6) 
Then Runge-Lenz vector (16) may be written in more convenient 
form: 
( 16 I) 
Then the Poisson operator* A· l. associated w.i th the componen-t: 
A. of_ the Runge-Lenz vector (16') is obtained as 
l 
Al· -- .. {A. • } 
l · 
mg 
+ ( -3 r.; rk - P . P k) a 
... l p 
r k 
_ (mg_ _ P2) a } 
r p. 
l 
(4 7) 
However, since by replacing mg 2 --- p 
r 
by the left hand side 
of (46) v.'e have 
(r•p)p} (43) 
we may also obtain the Poisson operator associated 
* 'I'hi s will oE- disc:.nssed in the section II-1._7:, • 
wi t h A~ 
l 
A. = -- {A! • } 
l l 
= _l_{ ( r . pk - rkp.) a p 0 1 1 rk 
(r•p)a 
- - r. l 
1 2 2 
+ P . Pk a + -2 ( P - P ) a } 
l pk 0 pi 
I 
16 
(49) 
The operator A· l ha.s just the same form as the generator 
of equation (45) . Moreover, by eliminating P within 0 
the parenthesis of ui 4 using (46), we have 
Thu.s, 
U
1
! 4 = _!.__{ ( r . p . - r p . ) a - ( r · p) a p 0 .. l k k 1 rk - - r 1 
u . . 14 = A 
I 
' l 
+ p.p, a l ' K p k 
1. 
+ r ~5I. - D 2 ) a J 
'r " p. 
- l 
(50) 
We find that ui 4 a nd J\. close under conrrnutation, but l 
but 
and A· do not. 
J. 
Fur thermore , we a lso find that 
I 
a nd A. H = 0 
]. 
and A. H:: 0 . 
l 
only when H(r, p ) = 
The r e fore, we h ave not found it po s sible to a rr3nge to have 
the commuta·ti on r e l ations c lose for genera t o rs whic h 
17 
annihilate H(r,p) identically. They only close for 
gene rators which annihila te H(r,p) on the energy surface. 
CHAPTER II 
SYSTEMATICAL DETER1v1INATION OF FINI'I'E LIE GROUPS 
II-1. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF LIE'S TRANSFORMATION THEORY 
AND I'l'S APPLICATION TO HAMILTONilU\I .MECHANICS 
(1\.). Infinitesimal Canonical Transformations And 
Characteristic Functions 
Let f, g be two functions of the 2n independent 
variables x, y~ their Poisson bracket is defined by 
3g ()f 
ax. ay. · 
l l 
(1) 
~\Te define a canonical transformation as a trar-.. sformation 
X -7 x•, y -~ y' which leaves invariant the Poisson bracket, 
i.e. 
{f (x,y) ,g(x,y)} 
{f(x,y) ,g(x,y)}' 
In this section II-1 Latin indices run from 1 to n, and 
Greek indices from 1 to n+l. The summation convention VJill 
be employed for r e peated indices throughout this thesis. 
Then we mc.y conside 1: ·i:he cc nj ·u·J ate pairs x, y as 2n dyn <uni.,.-
cal variabl es which satisfy t he canonica l r e lations: 
{x . , y .} - 0. 
1. J J ·i - _J 
,. X .} { y • I ' 
(2) 
LX . I -- v J -- 0 
.l J J . . - "1 .. 
Le t a Lie gen e ra t ~r [1 of an in£in i tesimal tr ansforma~ 
ti c.l'! in :i. !l·-d:'_mcnsicn a l space (.z , y ) be o f t he form : 
19 
i i u = ~ (x,y) 3x. + r1 (X, y) d ( 3) Y· 1. l 
where ~i, i arbitrary functions of Then the n are x, y . 
corresponding infinitesimal transformation can be written as 
+ 0 ,..i . x . = x. a .; lx,y) ( 4) l J . 
i y. ·- y. + .San (x,y) (5) l l 
\vhere Cia is an infinitesimal displacement of a parameter a. 
We know that the necessary and sufficient. condition for a 
continuous transformation to leave (2) invariant is that the 
corresponding infinitesimal transformation do the same. By 
substituting (4) and (5) into (2), we get 
c . . = r ;{ . y.} 
. lJ L i 1 J 
{X· 1 y.} i v.}+{x.l = + oa({~ ' l J - J l 
Hence we obtain 
r~i y 1 + {X • 1 n j} 0 t ' • J = J l 
Similarly, 
{ r i 
. <; ' X.} + J {x. 1 l ~ J} - 0 
; 
r ) J} { n -~ 1 v .} + {y., - 0 
.J.. .-1 l 
-' 
Hore e.xpl i c i t i y , t h e: s e l!lay b e r ewritte n 
'\ ' . j _ 
(.' ? 
(~ \/ I 
·' J 
an j 
(~v . 
. I ]. 
-; 
- 0 , 
- ~ .. '::~:. --- 0 f ~) y ' 
] _ 
(I . 
nj}) + 2 0(6a ) 
( 6) 
{7) 
( 8) 
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Conver se ly, if the generator (3) satisfies the condition 
( 3) , then 
Similarly 
U{x., y.}- fux., y.} + {x., Uy.} 
l J . 1 J l J 
= {t:i, yJ.} + · {x., nj} = 0 
.1. 
U {x
1
. , x . } = 0 , 
J 
u{y., y.} = o 
l J 
Therefore, we have 
THEOREM 1: 
A Lie generator (3) is a generator of an infini-
tesimal canonical transformation if and only if the ~'s 
and n's satisfy the cbnditions (8). 
Sophus Lie(l 6 ) introduced a function W(x,y), which he 
called a characteristic function, such that 
C!W 
-ax. 
l 
(9) 
We notice that the Lie generator which is associated with 
f..Y(x,y) automatically satisfies th~ cond{tions (8), 
Conversely, if a Lie generator (3) satisfies the 
conditions (8 ) , then we can always f ind a W(x,y) by inte-
gr a ting (9) since (8} are integrability conditions. In other 
words, by theorem 1 any Li e genera tor of a canonical trans-
formation is cha :r: acterized by function W (x, y) • 
0 
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Thus the theorem 1 can be restated 
'rHEOREM 1' : 
A transformation generated by 
U = t"i'x v)CJ s \ I. X. 
1. 
i 
+n (x,y)a 
yi 
is canonical if and only if the generator U is 
associated with a £unction W(x,y) 
( 9) • 
through equations 
Such a generator can be written as 
u 8W a aw d = -Ciy. X. ax. y. 
1. l 1 1. 
{~\T . } .,.. = - (10) 
d . . {l?) f . f"' . . 1 Accor 1ng to s. L1e , r generators o 1n 1n1.tes1ma 
transformations which are characterized by their commutation 
relations, and which are closed, are associated with an r-
parameter group of transformations, which we define here as 
a. "local Lie group." 
Definition: 
A set of r generators U~ constructs an r-parame-
fer local Lie group when the algebra of the r~~imen~ 
sional vector space is defined by the requireme nt that 
the generators U~ are closed unde r con@utation: .i.e, 
·- ·-··------ ·~.·-··----·-·---·--··- ·------------
·"c , Peterson c c~ lls j_t. a nPo:Lsscn Opc.::rator n in h.L:: 
. . . (18) 
rnt'.'!:~.ls · • 
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[U . 1 ] U U - U U 
a' uS = a B B a 
= cY U 
aS y (a,f?,,y=l. •. r) ( 11) 
where are cons ·tant. 
In addition, we note that the Rxtended generators obey the 
(19) 
same cOir.:mutation relations as the generators . Hence, if 
a set of generators construct a local Lie group, the extended 
generators have the same Lie algebra as that of the generators. 
(B) • Irrv3riaJ?-ce Group Generator:_s Of A Dyna:mi~al System_ 
Des~rib_~9 __ 0_J:ha~e Space 
Given a Hamiltonian 
H(q:p) = E I (12) 
of an n-dirnensional dyamical system, the canonical equations 
of motion of the system are of the form: 
q. CJP. 0 -· 
·ap. = l 
l 
(13) 
p. + aH 0 aq . -l 
1 
(14) 
H2re the energy E is a number, not a £\.mcti.on , vJe consider 
u = t'i(o o)a s .,..1 J... • ., 
'-:lj_ (15) 
as a Lie ~enerat:or vlhich has the ext.end2d forr.1 : 
u ::= u + (lG) 
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>·~h ::"'. re 
~ i a ~ i ()E;i. ..., . 
+ t, - acikqk -- D ap ~ k k 
( 17) 
"'i i j_ an . an • 
n = 3q qk + -p 
· k apk k 
(18) 
since are not explicit functions of t . Then we 
c a n state that U is a Lie invariance generator for the 
sys ·tem if and only if U leaves invariant both the Hamiltonian 
(12) and the equations of motion (13), (14) of the system; 
i.e. 
U(H - E) = 0 (19) 
.~ 3H TJ(q . - } - 0 , ·,·. ( 2 0) l ap. 
l 
A ZlH U(p. + ' 0 8q. I = ( 21) l 
l 
whenever (12), (13) and (14) hold. 
In order to investigate such generator3, we can express 
t .he conditions (20) and (21) explicitly in the following way: 
A • ()H A i 
u ( q -- -- ) = £; i oD. 
'- l 
8H u ( ---- ) (lp. 
l 
(TJH) 
8 ?) i_ 
(2 ()I) 
similarly, 
" • 3H U(p . +~) 
l oq i 
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By substit.uting (13), (14) i!lto (20 1 ), (21'), we obtain 
i k i k 
" • dH I ar a dH ac ac 8H [ u ( q . - _ ) ] = ( __ + _..!1 ) __ _ ( _<_s __ s_ ) _• 
1 8Pi 1 (2) (3) aqk api 3Pk apk api aqk 
- _]_ (UH) 
ap . 
l 
d + ·- (UH) 
aq . 
l 
( 21') 
(2 0 II) 
Suppose that the U is the generator of a canonical 
_transformation; i.e., the coefficients 
satisfy the relations 
a~i 
-
anj 
·-Clq; ap. 
J l 
a~i 
= 
~~j 
dp. 
J 
3p. 
1. 
an i -~~r]_j 
acj. - aq. 
' J l 
ci i 
s , n of the generator 
(2 2} 
mentiom:d ::;._n the previous se c tion (A). Then (:~0 1·' ) and (21 \' ) 
become 
~ ;~ , ,. 3 !:~ \ 1 I! () ~ T ., ll \ I. ,_) ~ q . - ---: ) . = ... -,;·-·- ~ ) . ' J 
1. a v · , , ? ) ( ., , d P ~ 
l \ ·- ) ! .J.. 
{ 2 3) 
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(24) 
Therefore, we can conclude that 
(a) The generator (15) satisfies the conditions (20), (21), 
if and only if 
whenever H{q,p) = E , and that 
(b) 'rhe generator (15) of a canonical transformation 
satisfies the conditions (20) , (21) if and only if 
_?_ (UH) = 0 Cip. 
1. 
2_ (Dn) - o , dO -
-] 
whenever H(q,p) - E • 
( 27) 
( 2 8) 
Obviously, the stateffie nt {a) is more g e neral than (b), How-
e ver, we confine ourselves throughout this i:hesis to dealing 
only with canonical transfonnat; ion generators. 
For canonica l tr a n s fo rma t i o ns, we have 
. . 1 \.i 1. "(" . ' 
A se t of r gener ~tors U~ which a r e ass ociated 
~~ I n,~ ) construc t 
J -
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a Lie group of invariance transformations of the system 
(12) if and only if the generators satisfy the conditions: 
U H =-= 0 , 
a 
_1_ (U H) = 0 , ()q. o; 
l 
i- (U H) = 0 , pi a 
·u l a' 
whenever H(q,p) ~ E • 
(a,S,y==l. •. r) 
(C) . Invariance Group Generators Of A Dynamical System 
Described In rrhe SpaceOfSt3tes--p;:nd-En-(~rqy 
( 2 9) 
(30) 
( 31) 
(32) 
Consider a system with n degrees of freedom which has 
a Hamiltonian 
H(q,p,t) = E , (33) 
and moves in accordance with Hamilton's equations of motion 
such that 
dq. 
l 
dt = 
aH 
aJ?. , 
l 
dp. 
l 
dt = 
<lH 
- aq .. 
l 
(34) 
There is another way of looking at this system( 20 ). 
In the (2n+2) -·dimensional space of states and energy QTPE, we 
choose as coordinates of a representative point the quantities 
a. , t, p., E, and let 
" .l l 
x. == qi X - t l n+l ' 
( 35) 
y. p. I yn+l ··- -E . . }_ l 
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The varjables Ya are conjugat~ to the variables x , i.e. 
a 
6 
ap { X X } = {y y } = 0 . a' p a' p 
A dynamical system is defined by choosing a (2n+ 1) -dimen-· 
sional energy surface in QTPE, and confining the representative 
point to this surface. Generally we shall write the equation 
of the energy surface in the fo~m: 
rl(x,y) = 0 , (3 6) 
where n may be called an energy function. For our conven~ 
ience we may solve (36) for Y , so that the energ'' function n+l .z 
becomes 
Y , + w(x~,x '-l;v~) = 0 r n+.J.. ..L n·r .I .J. (3 7) 
or, if you like, letting 
H(q. ,t,p.) 
1. 1. 
E - H(q. ,t,p.). 
1. 1. 
Then Hamilton's principle 
6 J (p. do,. - Ed·::) = 0 , l "l . 
H(q.,n.,t) ~ 
1. 4 l 
can be written in the form~ 
ofy dx = 0 0 0 , 
$G{x,y) ::: 0 . 
= -E and w(x.,x +l'y.) = 1. n 1. 
(38) 
(39) 
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Hence the -canonical equations of motion become 
= ( 4 0) 
where · · T ·. is a variable which parameterizes the motion, i.e., 
X = X (T) 1 Y = Y (T) 
a a a a 
The transition between QP and Q'l'PE is effected as 
follows: 
X ~ q • I t 
a ]. 
Ya ~ p • I -E ]. 
Q(x~y) = 0 ----? E - H(q,t,p) = 0 
ofyii.xa = 0 ~ of(p.dq. - Edt) = 0 . ]. ]. 
In order to make the discussion clearer, we may interpret the 
meaning of the two extra canonical equations 
dx 
. n+l an 
--- = 
dT ayn+l 
i.e. 1 
dt 
= 
an d(-E) 8Q 
= dT a ( -E j dT 3t 
The first equation give s the relation bet~een the v a riable t 
and the vari a ble Tr whil e the s e cond give s the fundamental 
relation I n a ddition, if the s ystem is c onservative, 
obviously t he second equation becomes E = 0 . 
(D). Con~tants Of The Motion And Lie Inv aria n c e 
Group Generators 
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Suppose that we are given an n-dirnensional dynamical 
system with Hamiltonian H(q,t,p) involving the time, in 
general. The car10nical equations of motion of this s y stem 
are 
. 
q. 
1 = 
aH 
ap. , 
1 
p. 
1 
aH 
-- - aq. 
1 
( 41) 
In order to make the discussion general, the energy 
function n defined by 
Q(x,.y) - H(q,t,p) -E = 0, (42) 
:may be introd1.2c:ed . Th 1JS ~tlc;; can cons :!.der a d y na.:mic:ul s y stem in 
the ( 2n+2) -dimensional space of sta t .es and energy QTPE instead 
of in the 2n-dirnensional phase space QP. Then, as discussed 
in the previous section (C) , the canonical equations of 
motion become 
0 
X 
a 
= 
an 
ay 
0 (43) 
Let f and g b e a ny two fun c tions of t h e 2n+2 vari '"' 
ables x, y ; the ir Poisson bracke t is define d a s 
{ f 1 g} (4 4) 
Then we h a v e , a s an a l ternative 8xpres s1on o .f t.he canoni c a l 
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equations of motion (43), 
( 45) 
As the representative point moves along a trajectory, 
the rate of change of any function F(x,y) with respect to 
the parameter T is 
- {F, Q} (46) 
In classical mechanics, we have 
THEOREM 3: 
If f(x,y) and g(x,y) are t\vO constants of the 
motion of a given system, then so also is their Poisson 
bracket · {f, g} • 
This is known as Poisson's theorem, and one may find its 
proof in many books and articles on mechanics, e.g,, Synge~s 
( 21 . 
article -) . 
Let 
(ct=l. .. r), (4 7) 
be the Lie generators which are associated with the r con~ 
stants of the motion C'i, • I : 1.e., 
u 
a 
a 
==- {I •} 
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(a =1. .• r) (48) 
·Then, by theorem 1', the Ua are the generators of canonical 
transformations and automatically sa·tisfy the condition 
(cx=l. •• r} ( 4 9) 
Suppose that the invariance conditions of a given 
system are 
(50) 
{51) 
[u (yo + an ) ] I. = o 
a a ax · a ( 43) 
(52) 
Then, using these observations, it is possible to ohtain a 
quite interesting result which indicates the connection 
between a set of constants of the motion and a Lie group of 
invariance transformations. 
4 (22): ·THEOREM 
To eac h generator 
sati s fying equations 
U of a canonical transformation 
a 
(51), (52) a::1d satisfying equat ion 
(50), there corresponds a constant of the motion which 
is the Lie characteristic function associated with the 
generator . 
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Proof: 
Let 
(a= l. .. r) ( 4 8} 
be the generators associated with the ()( W (x,y} , whose 
extended forms are 
where 
"'A dsA as A as; A 0 a a o a f: 
- dT = ax- X +-- yp "'a p Clyp p 
A a A a A dn 
"'A a na 0 nO' 0 p = = Clx X av- yp · 1 'o: dT p p • p 
sA awa A awa (a=l. .. r) = 
ayA , no: -· -· a ax A ' 
since ~a , na are not explicit functions of T • Then 
the left hand side of equation (50) becomes 
u n = - { ~\Ia 1 ~t } 
a 
From ·the equation (23) a.nd (24), the le:ft hand sides of 
equa t ions (51) and (52) are written 
" o an a r,..p. n} U (x - - - ) -
ayo L . I a ay a 
" o an d {W0" I n} U I + " ) \ y 0 dX -· ax 
0 a 
(50 I) 
(51 1 ) 
(5 2 ') 
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First we show that if we are given a I (x,y) as the 
constants of the motion of a system st (x, y) = 0 , then the 
associated Lie generators 
tions (50), (51) and (52). 
u 
a 
sai:isfy the invariance condi-
By definition of the constants of the motion of the 
system, we have 
where 
0 y 
a 
(53) 
Hence, if the vlu are some of the constant.s of the motion 
a I of the system, the right hand sides of equations (SO'), 
r 
(51') and (52 1 ) reduce to zero. Thus the Ua · associated 
with the Ia are r Lie invariance generators of the system. 
Conversely, it can be shown that if the r generators 
U associated with the ~a satisfy the invariance conditions 
a 
(50), (51) and (52), then the 
the motion of the system. 
a w are the 
Since the U satisfy the conditions (50), (51) and 
a. 
(52), fromequations (50'), (51') and (52') ·the r associat.ed 
functions Wa satisfy 
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From t he def i ni tion of c on s tants o f th e motion, it fo llows 
that the Wa are the r constants of the motion of the 
system. 
Q. E. D. 
Furthermore, from theorem 3, some of the constants 
of the motion of the system may have the relation 
(54) 
Then we have 
'rHEOREM 5 ( 2 3) : 
Ua associated with the r 
a 
The r generators 
constants of the motion I of the system construct 
Proof: 
an r-p0ra.meter Lie invar:i.a!lce group of the system, 
and only if the Ia obey the relation (54). 
·~ 1 .... 
From the theorem 4, the Ua are obviot;.sly the r 
invariance generators of the system. First, if the Ia have 
the relation (54), then the commutator of the associated 
generators ua is given by 
[TJ ar IT J = ua lls ... .usua 
- 8 
= 
2{{I a , I 6 } •} 
= 
2c y {I Y •} 
a.B 
- · 
- 2cy U 
o. B y (a , 8 , ~( = l. . , r) 
. 'I'here f ore, the U are closed under commutation . 
a 
Conversely, if the u 
a 
associated with the 
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are 
the generators of an r-parameter invariance group of .the 
system, then by definition (11) the Ua obey the relation 
fU"', UQ] -· c y U 
"" ~-' aS y 
The left hand side of (11) becomes 
while the right hand side of {11) is just 
= 
... y {I y. ~. 
'""a (3 J 
Comparing (55) with (56), one may obtain 
Consequently, if the r generators TJ a 
( 11) 
(55) 
(56) 
are closed under 
commutation, the associated constants of the motion obey 
the relation (54) 
Q. E . D. 
Thus far, we used only the c onditions (SO), (51) and 
(52) which we call the standard inva riance conditions as the 
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invariance condition of the system. However, as we discussed 
in the section II-l.B, we may obtain more generators which 
satisfy the invariance conditions (50), (51) and (52) whenever 
Q = 0 • 
For instance, Runge-Lenz vector operators which are 
obtained through Gyorgyi's analysis are the generators which 
satisfy the invariance condition only when H-E= 0 . Hence 
we will use this general invariance condition to find the 
invariance generators of the system. 
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Given a Lie generator 
(57) 
acting in (2n+2)-dimensional space (x,y), the first-extended 
generator can be written 
A [Pao ;)Pao u = u + + (58) 
, X Yp p 
where 
"'P df.p 8~po c; ~ Po 
F;; = -~- - -x + Y Ycr d-r x a 
a a 
:: P 
= 
9_l}P 
= 
anr o 
·1-. 
dT)po 
II dT - · . x .. -- y 1 '( a Yo a • 0 
since the ~'s and T'l's are not functions of -r explicitly . 
Then the corresponding infinitesimal transformations are 
x' = X + oa~p(x,y) p p 
y' = Yp + oan p (x,y) p 
C· 0 "P o o 
x ' -- X + o a ~ (x ,y,x,y) p p 
C· 0 " P o o y ' ·- v + oan (x,y,x,y) p - p 
Suppose that c anonica l equations of motion for a system 
with the ene r gy f un c tion O( x ,y) = 0 are 
A necessa ry and sufficient condition for the Lie 
generator (58) to leave invariant the canonical equations 
of motion (59) is 
"' 0 
_;{x $"2})] I = [U(xp 0 p' (59) ( 60) 
"' o . r st})JI = 0 [U(yp- 1Yp' 
(59) 
Then ( 6 0) becomes 
(61) 
Equations (61) are called determining equations. 
Because these determining equations admit a non-
denumerable infinity of solutions( 24 ), a key problem is to 
classify them and develop methods for obtaining groups that 
have useful properties. We will concentrate our attention 
on canonical transformations tha·t comprise finite dimensional 
local Lie groups. 
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II ··-2. THE HA~UL'.rON-JACOBI THEORY AND AC'l'IO"N-ANGLE ?AIUABLE~.:;* 
Consider an n-dimensional Ke pleria n s y stem d e sc r ibed 
by a Hamiltonian H(q 1 p) which does not involve time e xplic-
iily. We may apply a canonical transfor mation, from the 
variable to Q., P . 1 which soes not chang e t he value 1 .l 
of the Ha.milt.onian, though it may change its funct i onal form: 
H(q,p) = i.f(Q,P} 
Since a generating function S(q,P) of such canonical trans-
formation is independent of time t , we have 
as Q. as p. = aq. ' - aP. 1 1 
1 l 
( 1) 
B(q;p) -- H(Q,P) = E 1 
a'H . ()H J P. = - (lQ. , Q. --1 l aP. 1 1 
( 2) 
The g e nerating function satisfies the Hamilton-Jac obi equation: 
H(q, _?__§_)- E = 0 Clq (3) 
Sup p o se tha t the time - i n depend en t generat i n g function 
S(q,P) is ch o s e n so th ~t the P; a re c onstants. 
from th i s f a~t t~at the Qi are propor~iona l to t 1 s ince 
H ( p ) -- H ( q I p ) -- E ' ( 4) 
------------------------- ------- ----·-···----- -- -------
*This sec t i on is a review of U1 ~e e beaks : L. Landan and 
D .l. . .c " h . '· ( 2 5) r ' C> ., .,, r i ') • "- r ' ( :? r_; ) 
..:_. • • J J . L:> .... l l. z I a. Cor .0 .e-n (d ·'· ' .t • .s l . c~ h l c ' a nd H. Go l d s te in( 27 ~ 
with 
a. 
l. 
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(5) 
Here the \), 
l. 
are constants since H and P. 
l. 
are all constants. 
Then one can obtain 
Q. = \l . t +b. 
l. l. l. 
where the b. are constants. 
l. 
(6) 
Since the above relaticns are satisfied for any periodic 
motions in which we are interested, we suppose that there 
exi sts a time interval · T. over which the integral 
l. 
p. -- ~p .dq. 
l. l. l. 
' (not summed} (7) 
may be determined, \vhere each P. 
l. 
is sometimes called abbre-
viated action. This condition holds if, for instance, the 
mo·tion is one of rotation where P· l. are periodic functions 
of q. • The right hand side of (7) is to be integrated 
l. 
this period. For evaluation of (7) each p must be a 
function only of the corresponding q. Thus by (1) we require 
a condition that S is separable: 
n 
s = • r s. <q. > 
i=l l. l. 
In the application in two-dimensional Keplerian 
(8) 
motion for bound states, the Hamiltonian, using polar coor-
dinates, is given by 
H = 
2 
1 ( 2 + p<P) 
2m Pr r2 
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(9) 
In this case, equation (1) and (3) give us the Hamilton-Jacobi . 
equation for the generating function S 
if the S can be written 
equation (10) becomes s eparable: 
2 g 
r {2In(E+-) 
r 
dS¢ 2 
(d¢ ) 
( 10) 
(11) 
Since r , <P are inde pende nt v ariables, each s i de of equat i on 
( 11) must be a constant a 2 , and \.Ve write 
But the 
dS r 
dr 
fi r st 
Pq, = 
Pr -
== a , 
2 
cj a ~ 
= 12m(E + ~) - --} 
· r 2 
r 
rela·tion of ( 1) implies 
as dS ¢_ 
= 3¢ d¢ I 
as dS r 
ar = dr 
(12) 
Hence relation (12) becomes 
= a 
= {2m(E+g_) 
r 
We may choose the 
2 
a ~ 
-} 2 
1:: 
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(13) 
so that the 
are constants: P = J 
r r p~ = J~ . In other words, the 
Hamiltonian (9) ·of the system is transformed so that 
Using (13), equations (7) become: 
J~ = <fi ad~ 
= 21ra 
p {2m(E + 2.) . 2 1 * a ~ Jr - 2 }?.dr r 
r 
~m 21fa - 1fg --
-E 
Thus we obtain 
2nmg 
= -----1 
(-2mE)~ 
(14) 
Therefore, the energy E can be given by 
------------------------------~---~~~----~~---
*There are several ways of calculating this integral. One can 
find it easily in many books on mechanics, c.f., the books 
mentioned at the begining of this section. 
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= (15) 
where the J is called an action variable, 
When we write a as the variable~ conjugate to J 
·' ' 
eqt:ation (6) becomes 
(16) 
where the v are functions of the J's , and hence constant, 
and the b's are integration constants. In the special case 
considered here, the frequencie s v of the motion are 
degenerate: 
\) = ali 3J 
r 
3H 
-- ~).J <I> == ~2m~r~--"f? (J + J ) ~· 
r cp 
since all the action variables J 
r 
(17) . 
in the Hamiltonian 
appear only in the form Jr+J<P . Hence the angle variables 
a are synchronized: 
a = Vt + b , r r 
(16 "l 
a4> -· vt + b<P 
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According to the discussion on an energy function in 
the section II-l.C., one can derive the energy function 
of the system from the new form of the Hamiltonian (15). 
Let the Hamiltonian (15) be of the convenient form: 
where 
H (J) = 
1 2 
- - z 2 
2 2 2 
z = 4rr mg 
I (15l) 
Since H(J) = E , we may define the energy function n• 
as follows: 
n• 
-
E - H (J) 
1 2 
E 
2 7. 
0 = - ----2 = 
(Jl +J2) 
For our convenience, we rewrite n as 
where 
z 
I-2E 
= 
(18) 
(19) 
( 20) 
( 21) 
As long as E < 0 1 z f. 0 , we may say tha t n• (J1 ,J2 ,J3 )= 0 
if and only if Also 
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J 1+J2-J3= 0 , since J 1+J2+J3 f 0 because J 1+J2 > 0 , 
J 3 > 0 • 
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II-3. SYSTEMATICAL DETERMINATION OF THE FINITE DIMENSIONAL 
1 2 2 LIE GROUPS OF A SYSTEM WITH H = -2z /(J1+ J 2 ) , 
AND z IS FIXED 
In the previous discussion on the Hamilton-Jacobi theory, 
we derived the Hamiltonian H depending only upon the action 
variables J. 
1 
(1) 
where z 2= 4n 2mg2 , J 1= Jr' J 2= J~, according to the previous 
notation. The degenerate frequencies v1 , v 2 may be elimi-
nated by a canonical transformation to a new set of action-
angle variables B's and K
'"' 
>=>· With the condition 
the generating function of a suitable transformation 
( 2) 
The new angle variables are 
Bl 
l 
= --(a. +a. ) 2 1 2 (3) 
, 
(32 - ~(Cil -- ct 2 ) 
and the new frequencies v1 and v 2 are equal to v and 
zero, respectively. We can also evaluate the new action 
variables f:rom the transformation equations as 
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or 
Kl = Jl+ J2 
(4) 
K2 = Jl- J2 • 
In terms of these new action-angle variables, the Hamiltonian 
can be written in the form: 
1 2 
--z 
H 2 = 7 ' 1 
which contains only the action variable 
(5) 
K for which the 1 
corresponding frequency is different from zero. 
In order to obtain finite continuous Lie groups which 
leave invarian·t the Keplerian motion for bound states, the 
generators of the groups are required to satisfy three condi-
tions. First, they must leave the energy equation of the system 
invariant. Second, they must leave the equations of motion 
invariant. Third, they must close under commutation. Accord--
ing to the discussion in section 1-B, the first two require-
ments may be replaced by the requirement that the generator 
U must satisfy the conditions: 
d (UH} 0 UH = 0 = 
' ' as. 
1 (6) 
3 (UH) 0 (i = 1,2) = ()Ki 
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whenever H(K1 ) = E , and U is the generator of a canonical 
transformation. 
Let a generator be of the form: 
i i U = ~ (B,K) a 13 . + n (f3,K) aK. 1 1 
{i=l,2), (7) 
where the ~'s and n's are functions of the B's and K•s. 
By acting U on (5), we have 
2 1 UH z = -n 
K3 
1 
(8) 
Suppose that u is a group generator of a canonical 
transformation; i.e., the generator U satisfies the canon-
ical condition (l ,A.8), and is obtained from characteristic 
function iv ( B, K) in the following manner: 
~i aw = a:K. 
1 (9) 
i aw (i=l,2) n = - as. 
1 
Ther1 the invariance conditions (6) become 
(10) 
(11), (12) 
(i=l,2) (13) 
whenever H (K1 ) :: E . vle can obtain an infinite number of 
one-term characteristic functions W(B 2 ,K1 ,K2 ) which do not 
contain the angle variable B1, and are of the following forms; 
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K.' 82; 
2 2 
KlK2' Ki82; K.' 82' 1 ]. 
3 3 2 2 2 2 ( 14) K. ' 82' KlK2' KlK2' Ki82' Ki82' ]. 
KlK282; 
4 4 (i=l,2). K.' 82' • • • I ]. 
Now we confine our interest to investigating the char-
acteristic functions of less tha n third order, since the set 
of generators 2 n (x) a • • · (x) a x' ' x does not 
close for n > 3 . The generators Uk corresponding to 
wk in {14) c a n be give n as follows: 
ul = aB u4 = KlaB 
1 1 
u2 = aB us = K2a8 
2 2 
u3 = aK u6 = 82aK 
2 2 
u7 = K2a8 + Kla8 
1 2 
u8 = 82 as - K a 
1 1 K2 
u9 = s 2a8 - K2aK2 2 
K2 a 2 ( 15) u1o= u12 = s2aK 1 B1 2 
2 
u = K2 38 11 2 
2K1K2 a 8 
2 
ul3== + Kla8 
1 2 
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ul4= 
2 
+ 2K1K2 a 13 
K2 a 13 1 2 
u1s= 2S 2K1 a 13 
2 
- KlaK 
1 2 
ul6= 2S 2K2 a 8 
2 
- K2aK 
2 2 
u17= 
2 
- 2(32KlaK s2as 
1 2 
u1a= 
2 
- 282K2 aK s2aS 2 2 
u19= S2K2aS + 
1 
B2K1 a 8 2 
- KlK2aK 
2 
The com.l'1mtation relations for the generators in (15) are 
shown in table 1 and 2. 
According to the commutation table 1 and 2, we conjec-
ture that there exist roughly three large closed sets of gener-
a tors: 
and that there are two more sets of generators which are also 
closed under co:m:mu·tation: 
Moreover, in the first large set a closed subalgebra is 
generated by {U2 , u 3 , u5 , u 6 , u 9 }, which also has as sub~ 
sets, closed under corunutation: 
{U2' U3, US+ U6}' 
{U2' U3, US- U6}. 
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II-4. CANONICAL INVARIANCE TRANSFORMATIONS OF KEPLER SYS'I'EMS 
WITH VARIABLE COUPLING CONSTANT, AS OBTAINED FROM 
LIE'S CONTACT TRANSFORMATION GROUPS 
An infinitesimal transformation 
i X = z: (z,x,y) a + !; (z,x,y) a 
z x. 
1 
i 
+ n (z,x,y) a , 
yi 
is called an infinitesimal contact transformation if it 
leaves invariant the Pfaffian equation 
dz - y.dx. = 0 , 
1 1 
( 1) 
(2) 
where s i n are functions of z, x, yl Latin indices 
run from 1 to n in thf s section, unless otherwise indicated. 
Sophus Lie( 2B)showed that the infinitesimal contact 
·transformat.ion (1) leaves (2) invariant i£ and only if 
= a ( z, x, y) ( d z -· y. dx. ) 
1 1 
(3) 
First he noted that the equation (3) is equivalent to the 
following system of 2n+l equations: 
a (,.. Y ci) + ay. = ni ax . ..,- i"' 1 ( 4) 
1 
d i 
..,.-- (c; -y.!;) = 
ay. 1 
. 1 
Hence if we set 
we obtain 
i s-y.~ =-w 
1 
~i aw = ay. 
1 
s aw w = Yiay. -
1 
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i aw aw 
n = Yiaz ax. 
1 (5) 
a = -
a~-1 
az 
while the function W remains completely arbitrary. Thus an 
infinitesimal contact transformation (1) is fully determined 
by the characteristic function 
On the other ha~d, any function W(z,x,y) is the characteristic 
function of a complE~tely fixed infinitesimal contac·t trans-
formation which may be presented in the form 
aw aw aw aw 
< y . - - w) a + - a - <- + y -) a lay. Z ay. X. Clx. iClz y. 
1 1 1 1 1 
Given a set of characteristic functions Wa , a=l·••r, 
it may or may not be true that the corresponding contact 
transformations comprise a finite dimensional Lie group. The 
contact transformations will comprise a finite dimensional Lie 
group if and only if 
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where a,B,y =l···r*. 
By using this criterion, Lie establishes a quite large 
irreducible contact transformation group of the form: 
a a + x. a 
x. y. 1 z 
1 1 
x. a + x. a + x.x . a 
1 y. J y. 1 J z J 1 
y.a +y.a +y.y.a , 
1 xj J xi 1 J z 
a X a + Y a + 2za 
z \) X \) y 
\) \) 
x. a - Y. a 
1 x. J y. J . 1 
z 
(z-~xvy) (axi +yiaz)- ~yi(x)3xv +yvayv +2za), 
1 1 (z-2xvy)ay . + 2xi(x\)a +y a +2zaz) 
1 XV \) y\) 
( z - ~xvy v) 2 a z - ( z - ~x y ) ( x a + y a + 2 z a ) 
v v v xv v Yv z 
whose characteristic functions have the form: 
1, x.' 1 y., 1 x.y.' 1 J y.y. 1 J 
(7) 
A transformation which leaves invariant the Pfaffian 
form 
dz - y.dx. 
1 1 
(8) 
(6) 
also does so when z is considered an arbitrary function of 
*Lie conside.rs the restriction that this condition implies 
on the form of the characteristic functions wa. 
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the x. , so that 
1 
az y. = ax . . (9) 1 
1 
It continues to do so when the x. are considered to 
1 
depend parametrically upon a variable w , i.e., when 
dz 
dw 
dx. 
1 
= Yidw ( 10) 
The arbitrariness allowed to z may be made evident 
by replacing z by z + ¢ in (10), where ¢ is such that 
its total derivative, 
vanishes. Then equation (10) is still satisfied. 
In our work we will take 
dx. 
1 
dw = 
an 
ay. 
1 
, 
where n is homogeneous of some degree, k, in the variables 
yi • Consequently, we have for all values of the yi , 
dz - k n dw = 0 • 
On integrating this on any surface n = constant, one 
obtain 
z=kr2w+¢, 
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and on the surface Q = 0 , 
z = ¢ . 
In either case, for a given function ¢ , a transforma-
tion x ~ x, y ~ y completely determines the transforma-
tion of z ~ z if and only if w is untransformed. On the 
other hand, if ¢ is an arbitrary function, a knowledge of 
the transformation of x , y and w is insufficient to 
determine the transformation of z . 
Recently, Dirac has investigated some of the features 
of the transformation properties of Hamiltonian mechanics which 
. h b't . f h' . k . <29 > ar1se w en ar 1 rar1ness o t lS sort 1s ta en 1nto account • 
Here we do not intend to concern ·ourselves with it beyond 
recognizing its e x istence and noting the effect eliminating 
the arbitrariness has in restricting the size of the finite 
dimensional invariance groups we obtain. 
Thus we shall suppose that ¢ is a fixed function. 
Then, since we do not consider w to be transformed, we may 
suppose that the transformation of z is determined by the 
transformation of x , y • 
Then, on writing 
W(x,y,z} ~ 1i7(x,y,z (x)} = W' (x,y) 
equations (5) become 
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~i cHv 
=9 aw\ = ay. ay. 
1 1 
i aw aw 
===;} aw az aw aw' n = 
- Yiaz 
- dX. -ax. az = ax. 0 ax. 
1 1 1 1 
aw In this last equation we apologize for using the symbol --
ax. 
1 
has been used in two different senses which apply when z is, 
ana is not, considered an independent variable. 
From Lie's discussion, we; know that group generators, 
which are derived from the relation (5), leave invariant the 
total differential equation 
dz - y.dx. = 0 , 
1 1 
which relates z functionally to the 
Then we may rewrite (2) as 
dz = y.dx. , 
1 1 
y. I X. 
1 1 
(2) 
i.e., we are allowed to consider z as a function of x 
z = f (x) (11) 
By substituting (11) in the characteristic function W , 
we have 
W(z,x,y) = W(z(x) ,x,y) 
= W(x,y) 
Hence (5) can be written 
i aw ~ = ay. 
1. 
i 
n = 
aw 
ax. 
1. 
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We can obtain new generators whose coefficients satisfy the 
canonical conditions: 
In practice, by substituting (11) into Lie's character~ 
istic functions (7), new generators can be written in the 
following explici t form: 
where 
x. = a 1. x . 1. 
x .. = y.a l.J 1. x . J 
Y .. = x. a l.J 1. y . J 
z .. = x. a l.J l x . J 
P . = (x·y) a 
l 
Q. = (x· y) a 
l 
R = (x.y)U 
(x.y) == x .y. 
l l 
+ y.a J x . 
1. 
+ x. a 
J y. 1. 
- Y . a J y. 
1. 
- x.u y. 
l 
l 
+ y.U 
x. l 
l 
and 
Y. = a 1. y. 1. 
(12) 
The corresponding characteristic functions are of the form: 
y., x., y.y., x . x., x.y., 
~ ~ ~J ~J ~J 
x. {x•y), y. {x•y), 
~ ~ 
2 {x•y) • 
' 
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{13) 
However, all these generators in {12) no longer construct a 
Lie group by themselves, although some subsets of {12) may 
form groups. This is because all the generators (12) are not 
closed under commutation. The commutation relation for the 
generators is shown in table 3. 
Now we are ready to apply the generators (12) which 
were obtained by Lie, to Keplerian systems. The only thing 
we need to do is to check whether each generator satisfies 
the invariance condition for a canonical transformation group, 
and whether they are closed under commutation. Before this 
procedure we will reformulate the energy function n (J) = 0 • 
Suppose that we introduce a new phase space x, y which 
is associated with the phase space of the action-angle 
variables a, J by a canonical transformation 
yl = J + J2 J3 1 
y2 = Jl + J2 + 2J3 
y3 = Jl - J 2 
{14) 
1 
-a ) xl = 3(al + a2 3 
1 . 
x2 = 6(al + a2 + 2a3) 
1 
x3 = 2{al- a2) 
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Under this transformation, the energy function 
becomes 
( 15) 
In the new phase space the energy function depends only on 
two variables y 1 , y 2 , and Q(y1 ,y2 ) =0 when and only when 
yl =0. 
Let 
u 
r 
= awr a - aw a 
ay. x. ax. y. 
1 1 1 1 
(i=l,2,3; r=l. .. 28), (16) 
be the general symbol of the generators in (12), where the 
r W (x,y) are corresponding characteristic functions . By 
acting the generator (15) on the energy function Q(y1 ,y2 ) , 
we obtain 
u Q 
r 
(17) 
According to the discussion in section II-l.B , the invariance 
condition is 
u Q ::: 0 1 
r 
-!-<u Q) = o , 
ox. r 
1 
-f<u n> = o , Yi r 
whenever y 1 = 0 • ( 18) 
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Hence, for the case of n(y1 ,y2 ) , the condition (17) can be 
written explicitly in the form: 
awr 
0 
a2wr 
0 
axl 
= = 
axiaxl ' 
a2wr 
+ 
awr 
+ 
awr 
0 y dXl ax2 
= 2ay1 ax1 ' 
a2wr awr a2wr (19) 
Y2ay2 ax1 
+ ax · = 0 ' = 0 ay 3 ax1 ' 1 
(i=l,2,3; r=l, ..• , 2 8) 
whenever y = 0 1 . 
Among the characteristic functions which are listed 
in (13), we select 
y .y.' 
l J 
(20) 
as characteristic functions which satisfy the restriction 
(19). The corresponding generators are 
x. 
l 
X .. 
lJ 
y33 
z21 
z3i 
rn 
... 
= a x. 
l 
= Y. a l X. 
J 
= x3a y3 
= x 2 a xl 
= x3ax. 
l 
y3 = a y3 
+ Y. a J x. 
l 
- yla y2 
- Y. a 
l y3 
Q1 = (x·y)a + y 1 (x.a -y.a ) x 1 1 xi 1 yi 
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where i,j = 1,2,3. The commutation relations are shown 
in table 4. 
II-5. A METHOD FOR FINDING FURTHER INVARIANCE GROUPS 
OF MORE THAN ONE-PARAMETER 
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Lie( 30), in developing his systematic theory of trans-
formation groups, showed that for a finite dimensional 
continuous group acting on a space z 1 , .•. , zn , there exists 
a transformation z ~ z such that in the new coordinate 
system the group generators 
u = si(z)a 
z. 
l. 
are reduced to a form in which 
r i i i i 
s =a + a.z. + a.kz.zk 
J J )· J 
( 1) 
(2) 
For the special case when z is a set of canonically conjugate 
variables (x,y), 
u = ~id 
x. 
l. 
(3) 
can be transformed into a group with generators in which the 
~i and Tli depend only upon terms of order zero, one, and 
two in the variables. Lie( 3l) further showed that if such a 
U is the generator of a canonical transformation in the 
original variables, it can be reduced to the simplified form 
by a canonical transformation, so that the reduced generators 
also are generators of canonical transformations. 
It is a well known result of the theory of ordinary 
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differential equations( 3Z) that if one has a set of equations 
(i=l. •• N) (4) 
where the fi determine a flow that is r-times differentiable, 
then there exists a Cr diffeomorphism z ~ z , in the 
region of every point except critical points, which carries 
the equations into the form 
= 1, 
dZi 
= 0 dw ( i = 2 ••• N) {5) 
If the initial differential equations qre of Hamiltonian 
form 
dxi i 
dW - { s-2, X } I dy
i- . {s-2, yl.} dw - {6) 
then there may or may no·t exist a canonical transformation 
z = (x,y) ~ Z = (X,Y) which carries them into the form 
= 1, 
{7} 
(i=l. .. n; j=2 •.. n) 
Hmveve.r, it is often possible to find canonical transformations 
with this property. Thus when one uses the Hamilton-Jacobi 
method to arrange that S6 is a function of the Y's only, 
one may thereafter carry out, as is often done, a trans~ 
formation to new variables X', Y', with 
. 1 
Y ·- S6 
- ! Thereupon 
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the equations of motion assume the form (7). 
In all such cases the problem of determining the group 
of canonical transformations admitted by the differential 
equations can be put in the following way: 
Given the set of differential equations (7) and the 
set of generators 
U (z) = {z •} 
a a ' 
uaB(z) = -{zazB·} 
uaBy(z) = -{zazBzy·} I 
where z = . (x,y) , 
We may find transformations z ~ Z such tha·t the different 
subalgebras obtainable from the generators Ua(Z), UaB(Z), 
UaBy(Z) become invariance algebras, that is transformations 
such that the U's of each subalgebra satisfy 
UYll = nll = 0 , 
-~. (UYl) I a 1\ 0 = -n = 
' ayl ayi 
1._ , (UYl) I a 1\ 0 = -n = . 
ax
1 a xi 
There is no real difficulty in determining the various 
possible subalgebras. The problem is to determine whether 
transformations exist which convert them into invariance 
algebras. It is not clear how to approach this problem 
systematically. 
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II-6. SUMMARY 
In sections II-3 and II-4, quite large Lie invariance 
algebras have been found, so it is natural to expect to find 
the degeneracy algebra so(3) as a subalgebra of these large 
invariance algebras. 
However, recall the last discussion of the section 
I-2.B. In that section, it became clear that the Runge-Lenz 
Poisson operator does not close on an so(4) algebra, if it 
is derived from the constant of the motion without substi-
tuting H (r, p) =E. Thes fact shows that closure of in variance 
algebras is not so simple. Suppose, for instance, that the 
r constants of the motion Ia are given. The r Poisson 
operators may not be closed under cornmutation if the associa·ted 
constants of the motion obey the relation 
This feature of constants of the motion emerged even in the 
case of the Runge-Lenz vector operator. We can conjecture 
however that in some cases we can make the Poisson operators 
close under commutation by appropriately evaluating a constant 
of the motion as a constant. In fact, the commutation table 3 
shows that the commutators of invariance generators which ~o 
not close always contain products of constants of the motion 
and invariance generators. 
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Therefore, the quite large set of generators which 
are obtained here may be very meaningful. 
Now the general condition for an invariance transfor-
rnation T: x -) x , y -? y of Hamiltonts equations 
0 { n, X.} 0 x. - = 
' 1 1 (1) 
0 {n, y.} y. - = 0 
' 1 1 
is that 
0 
I (1> (x. - {n, X. } ) 0 , 1 1 (2) 
0 (y . - { n, yi})l = 0 . 1 (1) 
This suggests that the usual closure condition 
[u u J = c Y u 
a' (3 a.S y ' 
should be replaced by closure in the restricted sense: 
< r u , uf3 J - c Y B u > I = o • 
(J. (J. y (1) 
We are currently investigating the consequences of this 
generalization. We do not feel justified, at this stage of 
the investigation, in stating whether the Lie algebras 
admitted by the Kepler problem in this restricted sense, 
contain an so(3) degeneracy subalgebra. 
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At this stage, it is clear that we have uncovered 
many new invariance algebras of Keplerian systems. It is 
not clear whether any of them contain the well known so(3) 
algebra connected with the Runge-Lenz constant of the motion. 
[A, B) 
~ ul u2 I u3 I u4 us 
. ul 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 0 0 0 0 
u3 0 0 u2 
u4 I 0 0 
us 
I 0 
u6 I ~ 
I 
u7 
us 
u9 
I 
-----~-----
i I I I u I u 
u6 I u7 8 9 u10 ull ul2 ul3 j ul4 uls ul6 ul7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
u3 0 ul u2 0 0 2u6 0 0 2u4 2US 2u8 
0 ul 0 -u 3 0 2u5 0 2u4 2u7 0 2Ug 0 
I o ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-u 9 0 u7 2u5 0 0 -ul8 0 0 ul3 3Ull ul9 
0 us 0 2u 6 0 I ul6 0 0 1s 2Ul9 0 2Ul8 0 
0 2u4 u 7 0 
I 0 
-ul7 0 0 u10 0 14 2Ul5 
j o 1-u8 1 o -u14 . o 3u10 -2u13 o -2li:J_g o 
. ll--~011 3012 -ul3 - 2014 °1s. -ul6 2017 
- ~~ --·-~------ -- ~ - - - - ----- - ----- - - ----- ----- · -- - - - -~~-- ----- - ---------- -~~ 
TABLE 1. 
ul8 ul9 
0 0 ! 
i 
2u9 u7 
I 
-2U 6 us 
0 0 
2Ul6 ul4 
1-3Ul2 0 17 
2Ul9 ul3 
..-ul7 -u1s 
0
1s ~ J 
O'o 
1.0 
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TABLE 2, 
IA, B] 
A ulo u11 ul2 ul3 ul4 u1s ul6 ul7 u1a ul9 
ulo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
' -
--
ull 0 * 0 0 * * * * * 
ul2 0 * * 0 * 0 * * 
- --
r--
ul3 0 0 * * * * * 
ul4 0 * * * * * 
ul5 0 * 0 * *" ,, 
ul6 0 * * * 
ul7 0 * * 
ul8 0 * 
-
ul9 0 
~--·~· - r-=-aa ~ .., ,.,_ .......,~·~~~ 
* Commutator becomes higher order. 
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TABLE 3, 
[X. I X.] = 0 I 
l. J [X. I y.] = 0 , l. J [Y. I y.] = 0 , l. J 
[Y. ' l. ykl] = 0 I 
[X. ' ykl] = 0ikxl+ 0ilxk l. .. -~ , [Y . ' l. xkl1 =oikYl+ 0 i1Yk , 
[X . I zkl 1 = 0 ikxl I l . [Y. ' zkl 1 = 
,.. 0 ilyk , l. 
[X .. , xkl l = 0 I l.J [Y .. ' ykl] = 0 , l.J 
[X .. ' ykl] = ·- 0ikzlj- 0ilzkj- · ojkzli- 0 jlzki I l.) 
[X . . , zkl 1 = 0 ikxjl+ 0 jkxil 
' l.J 
[Y . . ' zkl 1 = - 0 ilyjk- 0 jl y ik I l.J 
[ z .. , zkl l = 0 jkzil- 8 il zkj 
' l.J 
[P. ' p.] -- 0 , [Q. , Q.] = 0 I ]_ J ]_ J 
[P. I R] = (x•y) (x.U 
-
p.) 
' 
[Q. ' R] = (x•y)(y.U + Q.) , 1 . ]_ ]_ l. ]_ l. 
[P. I X.] = z .. + 0 .. u [Q • I X.] = - x .. I ]_ J l.J ]_ J . ]_ J l.J 
[P. ' y.] = - Y .. , [Q. , y .] = z .. - 0 .. u I ]_ J l.J ]_ J Jl. l.J 
[P . I xkl 1 ::: ykzil+ ylzik+ xi~l+ 0 ikQl+ 0 il0k , ]_ 
[P. ' ykl] = - xkYil- xlYik- xiYkl , ]_ 
[Q. , xkl J = - ykxil- ylXik- yixkl , ]_ 
[Q. , ykl] = - xkzli- x lzki- yiYkl-0 ikPl- 0 ilpk 
' 
]_ 
[P. ' zkl 1 = - 0 ilpk fQ. , zkl 1 = 0 ikQl ' ]_ l. 
[R, x.] = - Q . [R, y.] = P. [R, z .. ] = 0 , ]_ 1. l. l. l.J 
[R, X .. ] = - 2 (x•y)X .. + y.y.u I l.J l.J l. J 
[R, y .. ] = 2 (x·y)Y . . - x . x.U l.J l.J :t J 
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~x33 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 2X31 j2X23 j2x33 j 0 * 
0 I 0 I 0 I 0 * 0 0 o § o t xll 
I I ! ~ --+--! cr~o~c~~~~~ 0 ! 0 * 0 
x31l I I I I I I I I I 0 I 0 I 0 I xll I xl2 I x3l I x3l * 
y 3 3 1 I I I I I I I I I I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 ,_ 2y 3 31 0 * 
~ I I I_ I I I ! I I 0 0 I 2 31 ° 2 z21. • I I I I! ! I! ~ I I 
z31 · , · ~ I ' 1 I 0 0 -z31 z31 
0 
0 
~ I 2 32 ! I 0 -z32 -z32 , I 0 
z 3 3 --1 ! ! I ~ l 0 0 I I 
T ; I I !I 
0 
a · 
-Ql 
Ql 0 
;; 
ttl 
t"t 
t1j 
~ 
. 
-...1 
1\.) 
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